Using your TDSB Virtual Library:

**TDSB Policy:** In line with the *TDSB School Online Code of Conduct*, these tools and links are to be used for curriculum-related school purposes only.
Welcome to the TDSB Virtual Library – Secondary guide. Here you will find special online resources and links, web tools, quick–start online search tools, and Internet reference works to help you to get a good start on your research.

**Library Catalogue**
Search the school’s library catalogue for books and other resources.

**Encyclopedias**
Begin your search for information, using encyclopedias (including Canadian and French language) to find current information, maps, and images to support all curriculum subjects.

**Online Databases**
Search online subscription databases for full-text articles, newspapers, and reference materials; listen and read along with online books.

**Internet Search**
Find or explore recommended search tools (search engines, directories, metasearch engines) to find Canadian and global information and resources for all subjects.

**eBooks**
Search specialized subject, encyclopedias and reference books.

**Images & Media**
Find links to recommended websites and subscription databases for educational videos, clip art and photographs, music, ebooks and poetry.

**Research Toolkit**
Guides for the research process; copyright and plagiarism; creating online presentations.

**Web 2.0 Tools**
Interactive web tools for collaborative projects with classmates, assignments: share images and videos, ideas and presentations; create blogs and wikis; play educational games.

**Secondary Subjects: Subject Links**
Selected sites arranged by curriculum subjects; direct links to educational websites, games and online databases.
ENCYCLOPEDIAS

Section

Description: Begin your search for information, using encyclopedias (including Canadian and French language) to find current information, maps, and images to support all curriculum subjects.

**Britannica Online**

Description: Three user-friendly interfaces—Elementary, Middle, and High—make it easy to select the portal appropriate to each student’s reading, grade, and age level. Students and teachers can easily search, tag, save, and share content. The Lesson Plan Builder helps create interactive activities for small and large groups.

School/Curriculum Applications: Content supports curriculum subjects; many visual images.


*resource features:* [http://school.eb.com/features](http://school.eb.com/features)

**Canadian Encyclopedia**

Description: A comprehensive Canadian encyclopedia, includes the *Encyclopedia of Music in Canada*. Updated regularly by scholars and specialists from every discipline. Subject searches are presented under the following tabs; articles, photos, videos, maps, audio. Quick links are provided to the following: Gallery (of visual images), Interactive Resources, Canuklehead (quizzes and games), Timeline, 100 Greatest Events. Each month, different historical events are spotlighted.

School/Curriculum Applications: Primarily Canadian content to support curriculum subjects; many visual images; toggle to French-language interface.

**Encyclopédia Universalis (français)**

Description: The largest French-language encyclopedia online provides access to articles, media, a world atlas, dictionary, and Internet sites. Search by subject. Features include: monthly spotlights on historic and current affairs; essays on classic literature/authors; essays on twenty-first-century politics.

School/Curriculum Applications: French immersion; supports content for many subjects and current events.


**Universalis Junior French**

Description: Created in collaboration with American and French education experts, *Universalis Junior Online*, provides a fresh look at a wide array of topics such as history, geography, science, and technology. In this engaging learning environment, French-language students will be challenged with progressively more complex vocabulary. Carefully selected images and media facilitate comprehension.

School/Curriculum Applications: French immersion; supports content for many subjects and current events.

* [http://junior.universalis-edu.com/aide.html](http://junior.universalis-edu.com/aide.html)

Begin your search for information, using encyclopedias (including Canadian and French language) to find current information, maps, and images to support all curriculum subjects.
ONLINE DATABASES

Section

Description: Search online subscription databases for full-text articles, newspapers, and reference materials; listen and read along with online books.

Canadian Literary Centre

Description: a highly graphical interface for academic and high school libraries. The primary goal of LRC is to assist high school and undergraduate English and Humanities students with homework and research assignments of a literary nature, with Canadian emphasis.

School/Curriculum Applications: high school and undergraduate English and Humanities students

Canadian Points of View

Description: Designed for intermediate and secondary students, this full-text, multimedia database provides students with a series of essays that present multiple sides to current and perhaps controversial issues. The database provides information on key topics of interest, each with an overview (objective background / description), point (argument), counterpoint (opposing argument), sourced from newspapers and magazines; reference books, primary sources, and essays; videos and TV news transcripts; images and videos.

School/Curriculum Applications: International and Canadian perspectives; includes research guides to assist students with conducting and presenting research; audio interface, so students can listen while text is read (great for ESL/ELD and special education students); Social Studies; Geography; History; World Issues.

http://support.epnet.com/training/flash_videos/POV/pov.html

Canadian Reference Centre™

Description: Canadian Reference Centre™ combines Canadian magazines, newspapers, newswires, and reference books to create the largest collection of regional full-text content available to Canadian libraries. This database includes leading Canadian periodicals and international (U.S. and U.K.) periodicals in full text; full-text reference books; over 93,000 full-text biographies and an Image Collection of over 1.2 million photos, maps, and flags, including nearly 92,000 images from Canadian Press.

School/Curriculum Applications: Curriculum content to support many subject areas, for student research.


Canadian Student Research Center

Description: Designed for students in grades 6 through 12.

CultureGrams

Description: CultureGrams fosters an understanding and appreciation of the world's countries and peoples. The CultureGrams series is one of the most trusted and widely used cultural reference and curriculum products in the education, government, and non-profit arenas.

School/Curriculum Applications: Curriculum content to support many subject areas, for student research.

2 min. overview: http://www.proquestk12.com/demo/10/2Min_CultureGrams/2Min_CultureGrams.shtml
**Global Issues in Context**

*Description:* Provides students with information, maps, and audiovisual resources about countries and current global issues. Broad subject topics include: Business & Economy; Environment & Climate Change; Health & Medicine; Society & Culture; Conflict & Diplomacy; Government, Politics, & Law; Science & Technology; Women, Children & Family. It has a visual interface with multiple ways of searching content, e.g., Browse Issue & Topic, Keyword Search.

*School/Curriculum Applications:* Global perspective including international newspaper content. Includes tour guide and research tools, Social Studies, Geography, History, World Issues, Media Literacy.


**History Reference Center**

*Description:* offers full text from more than 1,990 reference books, encyclopedias and non-fiction books, cover to cover full text for more than 150 leading history periodicals, nearly 57,000 historical documents, more than 80,000 biographies of historical figures, nearly 40,000 historical photos and maps, and more than 80 hours of historical video.

*School/Curriculum Applications:* Curriculum content to support many subject areas, for history research.

[http://support.ebsco.com/training/flash_videos/hrc/hrc.html](http://support.ebsco.com/training/flash_videos/hrc/hrc.html)

**Jobs People Do**

*Description:* for Canadian students, ages 12–18 who are required to identify career choices that interest them, and select the appropriate academic requirements needed for a career in that chosen field. Jobs People Do offers over 500 job videos, job profiles, a free resume builder, career quizzes, campus life advice, relevant student articles, contests, and more

*School/Curriculum Applications:* career planning resource

**Literary Reference Center**

*Description:* a full text database that combines information from major respected reference works, books, literary journals as well as original content from EBSCO Publishing. Students can also find helpful research guides, a citation tool, and literary glossary. Literary Reference Center also features dozens of lesson plans and a link to EBSCO's Curriculum Standards Module, a tool that can help teachers correlate EBSCO content quickly and easily to Common Core, Ontario curriculum standards.

*School/Curriculum Applications:* high school and undergraduate English and Humanities students

[Online tutorial: http://support.epnet.com/training/flash_videos/lrc/lrc.html](http://support.epnet.com/training/flash_videos/lrc/lrc.html)
**Ontario Education Resource Bank (OERB)**

*Description:* Designed for Ontario educators, this database provides up-to-date teaching resources for staff in support of student learning. Resources pertain both to elementary and secondary levels. It is also referred to as the OERB or LOR in Ministry documents. Features include resources that are searchable by grade, subject, strand, overall expectation, and keyword. Teachers share their lessons through this resource bank. This database is accessible to both teachers and students, with Board-specific passwords.

*School/Curriculum Applications:* Support for all subjects and grades; updated regularly.


---

**Science Reference Centre**

*Description:* Science Reference Center is a comprehensive research database that provides easy access to a multitude of full-text science-oriented content. Designed to meet every student's science research needs, *Science Reference Center* contains full text for hundreds of science encyclopedias, reference books, periodicals, and other sources.

*Topics covered include:* biology, chemistry, earth & space science, environmental science, health & medicine, history of science, life science, physics, science & society, science as inquiry, scientists, technology and wildlife. *Science Reference Center* also satisfies the demand for standards-based content by providing teachers and librarians with articles correlated to national curriculum standards.

*School/Curriculum Applications:* Curriculum content to support many subject areas, for science research.


---

**Teen Health and Wellness**

*Description:* This database is designed for teens on issues relating to health and nutrition, fitness, drugs, relationships and sexuality, emotions and disorders, medicine, etc. It provides middle and high school students with nonjudgmental, straightforward, standards-aligned, curricular and self-help support. Developed for teens, with their unique concerns and perspective: all content is reviewed by leading professionals in medicine, mental health, nutrition, guidance, and career counseling.

*School/Curriculum Applications:* Includes a teacher resource page; easily searchable; reliable information presented frankly; find personal information on sensitive issues. Health, Family Studies, Science, Guidance.


---
**NEWSPAPERS**

**Description:** These online versions of major newspapers represent twentieth-century media brought into the 21st century.


---

**E-BOOKS**

**Description:** Search specialized subject, encyclopedias and reference books.

- **ASCD (Gale) Education Collection**
  - **Description:** Professional ebooks on all areas of teaching, including: assessment and evaluation, the brain, classroom management, community relations, curriculum design, differentiated instruction, literacy, professional development, and teaching. Search across all of the resources (basic, subject, or advanced search functions) or open individual ebook titles and search by e-table of contents or ebook index.
  - **School/Curriculum Applications:** Strategies to support teaching and learning. Teachers have access to recent ebooks published by the ASCD (Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development).

- **BookFLIX**
  - **Description:** a literacy resource that pairs classic video storybooks from Weston Woods with related nonfiction eBooks from Scholastic to build a love of reading and learning. The engaging way to link fact and fiction, BookFlix reinforces early reading skills and introduces children to a world of knowledge and exploration.
  - **School/Curriculum Applications:** Grades JK–3
  - [http://bkflix.grolier.com/help](http://bkflix.grolier.com/help)
**Capstone**

**Description:** Gr 4–8; ancient history, human body, science, rocks & minerals

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Curriculum content to support many subject areas.


---

**FollettShelf**

**Description:** teachers and students can access these resources from any location that has Internet access. FollettShelf supports and promotes easy usage of your Follett eContent from home, in the classroom or from anywhere with access to the web.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** teachers and students to log in with their own specific username and password to support online checkouts and/or downloads of Follett eBooks.

---

**Gale Virtual Reference Library**

**Description:** Searchable database of online specialized encyclopedias and reference books, arranged by subject categories, including: Arts, Environment, History, Multicultural Studies, Science, Social Studies. Search across all of the resources (basic, subject, or advanced search functions) or open individual e-book titles and search by e-table of contents or ebook index.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Curriculum content to support many subject areas. Note: Teachers have access to recent e-books published by the ASCD (Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development).

---

**Infobase E-books (Science & Technology)**

**Description:** Gr 7–12; a searchable collection of science & technology ebooks

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Curriculum content to support science & technology studies

---

**International Children’s Library**

**Description:** a collection of books that represents outstanding historical and contemporary books from throughout the world. Ultimately, the Foundation aspires to have every culture and language represented so that every child can know and appreciate the riches of children’s literature from the world community.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Grades JK–8

---

**Proquest ebrary**

**Description:** professional eBooks for TDSB teachers

**School/Curriculum Applications:** professional development

---

**TABvue**

**Description:** Gr 4–10; Canadian information, social studies, French

**School/Curriculum Applications:** curriculum content to support many subject areas
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**Images & Media**

**CBC Archives**

**Description:** CBC Canadian radio and television audio and video News, Sports, Entertainment Radio, TV clips dating as far back as the 1930s. The site may be searched by keyword, general subject, name, date, or program. The “For Teachers” section has educational activities for Grades 6–8, Grades 9–10, and Grades 11–12. These materials were created to complement many of the topics posted on the website, and include five lessons per topic, divided by grade level. All educational materials are available free of charge.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** All curriculum areas, History, Social Studies.

**Copyright Matters**

**Description:** provides links to web pages with information on copyright, citing, permissions, and digital image resources. Check copyright permissions before using images in projects.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Multimedia projects, research, inquiry, presentations.

**Creative Commons**

**Description:** Allows users to search for websites, and images that can be used for free, and with copyright permissions, as indicated by the licensing agreements/icons.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Projects, presentations.

**Curio.ca**

**Description:** streaming access to educational content from CBC and Radio–Canada.; documentaries from television and radio, news reports, archival material, stock shots and more — thousands of programs and resources

**School/Curriculum Applications:** JK – 12; English and French-language content

**Digital and Media Literacy**

**Description:** Digital and Media Literacy is a comprehensive suite of resources for teachers, students, law enforcement representatives and the general public, that explores issues relating to stereotyping, bias and hate in mainstream media and on the Internet. The program, which includes professional development tutorials, lesson plans, interactive student modules and background articles, is divided into two distinct but complementary topic areas: media portrayals of diversity and online hate.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** JK – 12

**Images Canada**

**Description:** Provides a collection of Canadian images of events, people, places, and things relating to Canada’s historical and cultural heritage, held by museums, archives, and libraries. Follow an Image Trail, or browse through the Photo Essays, or search using keyword and select the number of images displayed per page.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Project work, Canadian studies, research using primary sources.
**Learn360**

**Description:** An interactive media-on-demand service, designed specifically for the K–12 educational market, providing instructional/educational content across all curriculum areas. Learn360 contains a current, up-to-date collection of curriculum-based videos, video clips, and audio programs, as well as an image library, audio and video speeches, encyclopedia articles, and a collection of newsreels.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Media resources to support all areas of the curriculum. Teachers can search by subject area, grade level, media format, and curriculum expectations. Using My 360, teachers can develop lesson plans, create content, craft assignments/projects, prepare and deliver quizzes and tests online for work at home or in the classroom.

**MediaNet**

**Description:** TDSB online catalogue, booking, and circulation site for current curriculum-related media: streamed video, CDs, kits, and science resource kit collections. Over 55,000 digital video titles available for 24*7 streaming. Copyright compliant. Duplication service also available; *Cable in the Classroom* program taping and distribution as well.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Teacher professional development, streamed and instructional videos.

**National Film Board (Canada)**

**Description:** A website featuring National Film Board films, trailers, and clips online. The collection includes animation, documentaries, experimental films, and alternative dramas.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Films on environment, human rights, international conflict, and the arts.

**Naxos Music Library**

**Description:** A subscription comprehensive, online music library providing access to whole CDs or individual music tracks. Subscribers can create their own playlists. Also included are: artist and composer biographies, work instrumentation, information and analysis, opera synopses and libretti, music fundamental terms, comprehensive liner notes, composer portraits, and educational text. Genres available: classical music, contemporary jazz, jazz/folk/blues legends, nostalgia, world/folk, contemporary instrumental, Chinese music, pop and rock.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Music, multimedia projects.

**Caution:** Listening privileges only; not for downloading or copying; can embed enduring links in digital links in digital presentations.

**Open Clip Art**

**Description:** Openclipart is a community and collection of free vector clip art.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Projects.

**Passport to the Internet (English)**

**Description:** An Internet literacy tutorial for students in Grades 4–8. It includes an interactive online tutorial on online safety, authenticating online information, recognizing online marketing ploys, protecting their privacy, and dealing with cyberbullying; and a Teacher’s Guide with detailed instructions, backgrounders, and classroom activities and handouts. (from Media Awareness)

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Media literacy instruction, Internet safety.
**Passport to the Internet (French)**

**Description:** *Passeport pour Internet*, un tutoriel de maîtrise de Web, aide les élèves de la 4e année à la deuxième secondaire à développer une pensée critique face à leurs expériences en ligne afin qu’ils puissent utiliser le plein potentiel des sites Web et des outils offerts sur Internet de manière sécuritaire et éthique. Grâce à la simulation d’environnements Internet populaires, cette ressource interactive enseigne aux élèves des compétences relatives à : la sécurité en ligne, l’authentification de l’information offerte dans le cyberspace, la reconnaissance des techniques de cyberpublicité, la protection de leur confidentialité, la gestion de leurs relations en ligne, et la façon de réagir face à la cyberintimidation. Comprend aussi un Guide de l’enseignant exhaustif qui donne des instructions détaillées, des documents d’information, et des activités et documents d’accompagnement pour la classe.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Sécurité en ligne, éducation médias. (from Réseau Éducation–Médias)

---

**Pics4Learning**

**Description:** A copyright-friendly image library for teachers and students, consisting of thousands of images that have been donated by students, teachers, and amateur photographers. Search for images by topics, including animals, food, geography, national parks, oceans, transportation, and more, or by keyword. Also included on the site is a collection of lesson plans covering a variety of grade levels and applying to subjects such as Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Projects; supports all curriculum areas.

**Caution:** Permission has been granted for teachers and students to use all of the images donated to the Pics4Learning collection.

---

**TED Ed**

**Description:** TED-Ed offers a library of lessons – carefully curated educational videos, many of which represent collaborations between talented educators and animators nominated through the TED-Ed platform. This platform also allows users to take any useful educational video, not just TED’s, and easily create a customized lesson around the video.

---

**WatchKnowLearn**

**Description:** a domain where teachers can store, categorize, and rate the best K–12 educational videos online today
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RESEARCH TOOLKIT

Section

**Description:** Guides for the research process; copyright and plagiarism; creating online presentations.

**Copyright Matters**

**Description:** provides links to web pages with information on copyright, citing, permissions, and digital image resources. Check copyright permissions before using images in projects.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Multimedia projects, research, inquiry, presentations.

---

**Dewey Decimal System – poster**

**Description:** an outline of the Dewey Decimal system is presented in a poster format.

---

**EasyBib**

**Description:** A free online bibliography maker that helps students properly cite research sources. It offers citation assistance for more than 50 types of resources and supports MLA formatting. EasyBib formats and organizes citations into a Works Cited list for online viewing or exporting to Word.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Teaching citation, Works Cited format, research skills.

---

**Imagine the Learning @ Your Library**

**Description:** developed by the TDSB Library and Learning Resources and Interdisciplinary Studies. Presents a step-by-step approach to the research and inquiry process that is applicable to all subject areas.

**Curriculum Application:** Cross-curricular, information literacy, inquiry and research.

---

**KidRex**

**Description:** A fun and safe search for kids, by kids. KidRex searches emphasize kid-related webpages from across the entire web and are powered by Google Custom Search™ and use Google SafeSearch™ technology.

---

**Passport to the Internet – English & French**

**Description:** An Internet literacy tutorial for students in Grades 4-8. It includes an interactive online tutorial on online safety, authenticating online information, recognizing online marketing ploys, protecting their privacy, and dealing with cyberbullying; and a Teacher’s Guide with detailed instructions, backgrounders, and classroom activities and handouts. (from Media Awareness)

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Media literacy instruction, Internet safety.

---

**Sweet Search**

**Description:** searches only the 35,000 web sites that their staff of research experts and librarians and teachers have evaluated and approved. Search results are constantly evaluated and fine-tuned by increasing the ranking of Web sites from organizations such as the Library of Congress, the Smithsonian, PBS and university web sites.

---

**Research Success @ Your Library**

**Description:** developed by the TDSB Library and Learning Resources and Interdisciplinary Studies. Presents a step-by-step approach to the research and inquiry process that is applicable to all subject areas.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Cross-curricular, information literacy, inquiry and research.

---

**Your Digital Presence**

**Description:** resources and tools from 2Learn.ca Education Society to support digital life skills

http://www.2learn.ca/ydp/default.aspx
WEB 2.0 TOOLS

Section

Description: Web 2.0 sites offer interactive web tools for collaborative projects with classmates, assignments: share images and videos, ideas and presentations; create blogs and wikis; play educational games.

Animoto

Description: An interactive digital storytelling tool, used to produce videos online by submitting images, video, and music. Creators may include text, spotlights, and technological tweaks. Includes a music library with over 1000 commercially licensed songs in 15 different genres.

School/Curriculum Applications: Students can use it to make presentations in any subject; teachers for instruction. Tool for digital storytelling and presentation. Includes sample videos for viewing and Media Literacy deconstruction lessons.

Caution: Check for permissions and Animoto Plus account for educators.

Blogger

Description: Blogger is Google’s free tool for creating blogs.

Delicious

Description: Delicious is a social bookmarking web service for storing, sharing, and discovering web bookmarks.

Diigo

Description: Diigo is a social bookmarking website which allows signed-up users to bookmark and tag web-pages. Additionally, it allows users to highlight any part of a webpage and attach sticky notes to specific highlights or to a whole page.

Evernote

Description: Evernote helps you remember and act upon ideas, projects and experiences across all the computers, phones and tablets you use.

Flickr

Description: Flickr is an online photo management and sharing application. It allows you to show off your favorite photos and videos to the world, securely.

Bitstrips for Schools

Description: An educational and safe web service that empowers students to make and share great comics without drawing a line, and lets teachers unlock the educational power of comics. This version allows teachers to manage classroom work via a school and classroom account, in which individual comics can be moderated by the teacher.

School/Curriculum Applications: An interactive OSAPAC-licensed digital comics-creator, where users can create their own characters and comics storyboards. Users can create narratives to represent recounts, historical events, etc., and persuasive writing through character development and digital storytelling.

Caution: Users can create inappropriate characters for others to view.
**Glogster EDU**

Description: A free website where users can create multimedia, interactive posters that can include links, images, text, videos, music, and more. Glogs (virtual posters) can be easily edited and changed at any time.

School/Curriculum Application: Posters, displays, research projects, Media Literacy.

Caution: These image–based products load slowly on the network. Saving is slow.

---

**Google Docs**

Description: Google Docs is a free Web–based application in which documents and spreadsheets can be created, edited and stored online.

---

**Mindomo**

Description: Mindomo is an online mind mapping application; you can create, view and share mind maps in your browser.

---

**Padlet**

Description: Lets you create a “wall” of electronic sticky notes to share with others via the website. Others may contribute sticky notes and reorganize them, to sort and categorize for conceptual development. The creator may delete and reorganize users’ contributions and make them permanent.

School/Curriculum Application: Brainstorming, mind mapping, sharing links, research skills, note-taking, chronology. Content, processing and metacognition.

---

**Prezi**

Description: a cloud–based presentation software and storytelling tool for presenting ideas on a virtual canvas.

---

**Wikispaces**

Description: A website that allows users to create a wiki for free. Wikis are simple web pages that groups can edit together. Users can adjust the privacy settings of their wikis.

School/Curriculum Application: Collaborative group projects, writing, posting of assignments and ongoing work tasks.

Caution: Check for permissions and requirements of individual emails for all users.

---

**Wordle**

Description: A digital “toy” for generating “word clouds” from text that you provide. The clouds give greater prominence to words that appear more frequently in the source text. Users can tweak their clouds with different fonts, layouts, and colour schemes. The images created with Wordle can be printed or saved to the Wordle gallery.

School/Curriculum Application: For educators, this digital tool can be used to focus on vocabulary, by having students insert word lists or passages, followed by a critical analysis of the display and prominence of particular words.

Caution: This tool requires an updated Java script. If it’s not working, enter a ticket to HelpDesk for the computers on which this service will be accessed.

---

**Wordpress**

Description: WordPress is a free and open source blogging tool and a content management system.
**Aboriginal Studies**

Description: Aboriginal Studies links to websites featuring Aboriginal languages, dialects, and multimedia tutorials on the histories of Aboriginal peoples. Statistics Canada provides a demographic profile with data, maps, teacher’s kits, and Census results. Lesson plans and games are included.

School/Curriculum Application: History: Canadian records and research, Explorers, and Early Settlers; Language: Folklore, mythology, and symbols of the First Nations; Law: Government negotiations and treaties

---

**The Arts**

Description: Provides current and historical information on music, drama, and art. Variety of online resources with some hands-on activities and material, sound (symphony), art techniques (line, colour, and balance). Canadian artists, popular plays, and free play scripts, remix artists and other current trends.

School/Curriculum Application: Independent study, integrated units, research projects, support curriculum expectations

---

**Business Studies**

Description: a collection of Canadian and international business sites

School/Curriculum Application: Independent study, integrated units, research projects, support curriculum expectations

---

**Canadian and World Studies**

Description: a collection of Canadian and world studies sites

School/Curriculum Application: Independent study, integrated units, research projects, support curriculum expectations

---

**Career Studies**

Description: a collection of sites featuring career and employment programs, practical information and advice about the careers, and work skills; also includes information in French; Includes career planning sites myBlueprint education planner and Jobs People Do, which offers over 500 job videos, job profiles, a free resume builder, career quizzes, campus life advice, relevant student articles, contests

School/Curriculum Application: Guidance, study skills, career planning, co-operative learning programs

---

**Computer Studies**

Description: sites for computer science students

School/Curriculum Application: independent study
Cooperative Education

**Description:** links to web resources supporting Cooperative Education.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Supports cooperative education pursuits.

---

**Mathematics**

**Description:** links to Math homework help, practice sessions, games, questions and answers, interactive media, and fun activities in the pursuit of mathematical knowledge; free math lesson plans rated by teachers, puzzles, illustrated dictionary, games.

**School/Curriculum Application:** support for mathematics teaching and learning; includes diagrams, video, visuals, integration, famous mathematicians and scientists (e.g., Einstein and Kelvin).

---

**Science**

**Description:** links to notable science-related websites featuring multimedia; ask the expert; scientific subjects ranging from nature (including biodiversity), space, periodical tables, and advanced science concepts, current issues, chemistry, Earth Science, ebooks; Canadian content sites, some with both French and English access.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Supports curriculum, scientific principles, cross-curricular research and study, integrated units study.

---

**Social Sciences and Humanities**

**Description:** links to social sciences and humanities resources.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Supports curriculum, research principles, cross-curricular research and study, integrated units study, and project-based learning.

---

**Technological Education**

**Description:** links to technological teaching and learning resources.

**School/Curriculum Applications:** Supports curriculum, research principles, cross-curricular research and study, integrated units study, and project-based learning.